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e elds of intellectual property have broadened and
deepened in so many ways, and at such pace, that there is
a tendency for academic commentators to focus on the
next new thing, or to react immediately to judicial
developments, rather than to re ect more deeply on the
greater themes of the discipline. Kritika: Essays on
Intellectual Property is a series of books designed to ful l this role by creating a forum for essays
that take a critical, long-term approach to the eld of intellectual property. Volume 2 covers
issues such as inter alia the current limits of knowledge and approaches to intellectual property,
a functional account of intellectual property rights, China’s approach to innovation and
intellectual property, the emergence of multi-layered IP-protection for designed objects, and
the trajectory of increased protection for intellectual property.
‘ is is a very impressive collection of essays which feels relevant and comprehensive. e book
deals with the spectrum of IP rights, drawing useful comparisons between them and keeping the
material fresh and varied.’
– Journal of Intellectual Property Law & Practice
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